KOSTOVIC / TESLA ELECTRIC ENGINE
For the past thirty years I have conducted research on several projects in connection with
different types of wireless released electricity. The achieved knowledge has led me to
invent a new eco electric fuel. Kostovic/Tesla electric engine – a minimized mobile
electric power station utilizes eco electric fuel. The rising cost of fossil fuels and needs
for saving energy have led me to develop the technology of a new eco electric fuel as a
replacement for fossil fuels. This technology will be great contribution to the
environmental protection from pollution caused by emitted carbon dioxide in atmosphere.
The Kostovic/Tesla electric engine produces electricity as an independent unit through
electrical and chemical processes. These processes do not cause any pollution in the
atmosphere. The electric engine - a minimized mobile electric power station is an
effective and absolute replacement for all kind of engines that run on gas and crude oil.
The project is based on invented and successfully achieved new technologies of wireless
released electricity through two energetic fields.
The clue in this process of wireless released electricity is a special form
of electromagnetic induction where the positrons, the electron cells and the neutron cells are wrapped with
ionized air under pressure. Thus enriched positrons, neutrons, and electron cells produce an endless
sequence of oscillation waves of wireless released electricity. It is successfully achieved
that enriched electrons, positrons and neutron cells became new electron cells of eco electric fuel.
New electron cells mutually attract and interact in the oscillation waves of
electromagnetic induction without the possibility of invalidating each other and with no
possibility to escape from the system.
New electron cells from the wireless released electricity interact with emitted highfrequency oscillations. High-frequency oscillations are the conductor and catalyst in the
process of production of electron cells of wireless released electricity. This energetic
process of wireless released electricity in the mobile chamber - unit of electromagnetic
induction of Part II frees electron cells from the transformers, different chemical
compounds and special minerals. This is one form of electromagnetic induction with
huge electromagnetic motive force, under absolute control. Freed electron cells create a
new fuel called eco electric fuel.
Additionally, the eco electric fuel is converted in an alternative current by wire and
through the copper plates placed on the exit in the chamber of Part II, constantly supply
Tesla induction motor or any other electromotor. Tesla induction motor or any other
electromotor is constantly supplied with alternating current by wire from electrical
increase power mechanical apparatuses. This is novel system of wireless released
electricity in the production of eco electric fuel in minimized mobile chamber - unit of
electromagnetic induction of Part II.
Alternating current from the mobile chamber - unit of electromagnetic induction is
distributed by wire to each electrical apparatus in the system. As the back up batteries are
constantly supplied with electric current from the Tesla induction motor or any other

electromotor these batteries will never explode. The electronic protection for batteries can
be used for safety reasons, although these batteries cannot be overcharged or drop in
voltage.
The electricity produced in this fashion of special form of electromagnetic induction has
more powerful energetic characteristics than fossil fuels. There is no limit for increasing
the power from one hundred to hundreds of thousands of KW. Eco electric fuel is clean, a
lot cheaper, more effective, and more lasting than fossil fuel and will become the absolute
replacement for fossil fuels.
The K/T Electric Engine is a minimized mobile electric power station ( this machine can
be produced in any size) that can be made for any type of electrical consumer. It can be
placed in different types of military equipment, any size and type of military or civil
vehicle, vessel, air crafts, plants, hospitals, industrial application, agriculture, forestry,
manufacturing, mining, telecommunications, data centers, etc. This novel system does
not release poison gas or CO2 into the atmosphere, and it will be a great contribution to
environmental protection as well as a reduction on the effect of pollution. The first
prototype of the K/T electric engine has been successfully completed. Several different
prototypes of the K/T electric engine will be available through the year 2008/2009.
The Kostovic/Tesla Electric Engine is a powerful and durable independent unit. There is
no limit to the production of different types of these engines. The K/T Electric
Engine produce electricity as an independent unit through electrical and chemical
processes. These electrical and chemical processes do not cause any pollution in the
atmosphere.

